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Introduction

Kurabu is a revolutionary idea that meshes the physical with the digital in order 

to connect fans of Japanese Animation (anime). Having both physical and digital 

spaces, Kurabu seeks to create an anime club with a mature environment where 

fans can connect, share and enjoy content whether they’re at the club itself or at 

home using the social stream. 

The word kurabu (クラブ) is the Japanese word for club and it classified as a 

“borrowed” word. Because the Japanese system of phonetic sounds known as 

katakana is limited in the hard consonant sounds that it can produce, the English 

word club therefore becomes ku: ク ra: ラ bu: ブ.

As Kurabu evolves from an idea to a reality, it is imperative that the brand presents  

itself as unified and cohesive across it’s system of products and services so as 

to be easily recognized by both consumers and potential investors. This brand 

book outlines how the brand will be represented from logo usage to color and 

type choices. 
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Primary & Secondary Logo

PriMarY loGo

The logo of Kurabu represents everything that Kurabu and its team stand for: 

sharing, enjoying and connecting. It has to be amazing whether it’s on paper, on 

screen, etched on a tumbler, sewn on a napkin or lit up on the side of a building. 

We ask that you respect the logo and always think about how you’re going to 

use it. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us.

seCondarY loGos

The secondary Kurabu logo can be used safely in full bleed applications. As seen 

below it can be used in any of the four traditional corners. 
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Kurabu has a condensed logo (or avatar) that it uses for instances where a full 

logo may be too large, too visually heavy or not conducive to a square space. It 

may also be used in instances where the viewer may already be familiar with the 

Kurabu brand such as in-house menus & containers, ticket stubs, and uniforms. 

One of the most common uses for the condensed logo is for social media profiles 

and app icons, however the condensed logo can also be used as a watermark on 

Kurabu exclusive video content and on Kurabu merchandise.

If you have questions about how and where to use the condensed logo, please 

feel free to contact us.

Condensed Logo
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Logo Usage

ClearsPaCe

The logo should never be over-crowded by other design elements (though it’s 

tempting, we know). That said it’s important observe clearspace and make sure 

that all elements should stay the cap height of the ‘K’ away from the logo.

The clearspace rule applies to any instance where the logo is used, including the 

primary logo, the secondary logo and the condensed logo.
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Logo Usage

MiniMuM siZe

While the full logo is legible even at small sizes, there are certain applications 

where the condensed logo may have to be used. Neither of the logos should be 

sized smaller then the parameters set below:

1” wide / 72 pixels .35” wide / 25 pixels
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Color Variations

Any of the color variations below when applied to the primary, secondary or 

condensed logos are acceptable under our terms of use. If you have questions 

regarding which logos should be used when, please feel free to contact us.

Logo Usage
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BaCKGround Control

Sometimes a design calls for a full-bleed image to be used in the background. 

We love that (and we know you do too) so here are a few guidelines for using 

our logo on top of images:

• Remember the minimum size • Consider using the condensed logo 

• Pick the right logo for the area • Remember contrasting colors

In the example below, we started with a rectangle filled with Kurabu Pink (see 

page 11), placed an image over it at 50% opacity, and then placed another layer 

of Kurabu pink over it with the blending option set to Color.

Logo Usage
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inCorreCt uses

The Kurabu logo must not be altered in any way to preserve the integrity of the 

brand. Unallowed usage includes any of the following alterations:

• Stretching or compressing the logo • Altering the position of the elements 

• Changing the logo color  • Flipping or rotating the logo 

• Changing the logo typeface • Adding strokes or other effects

Logo Usage
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PriMarY Colors

The primary colors of the Kurabu brand are Black and Pink, however there are 

several alternate colors that may be used in conjunction with special events.

seCondarY Colors

Color Palette

CMYK: 0/100/40/0 

rGB: 237/17/100 

Hex Code: ED1164 

PMs: 1925C

CMYK: 49/72/25/4 

rGB: 140/92/134 

Hex Code: 8C5C86 

PMs: 5135C

CMYK: 0/0/0/100 

rGB: 0/0/0 

Hex Code: 000000 

PMs: Pro. Black C

CMYK: 100/0/65/0 

rGB: 0/168/134 

Hex Code: 00A886 

PMs: 339C
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GotHaM liGHt 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0      ! ? . , ( )

GotHaM liGHt italiC
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0      ! ? . , ( )

GotHaM BooK
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0      ! ? . , ( )

GotHaM BooK italiC
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0      ! ? . , ( )

GotHaM Bold 
a B C d e F G H i J K l M n o P Q r s t u V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0      ! ? . , ( )

Typography
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Grid System
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The grid system for Kurabu uses 3 columns and 4 rows to create a layout that is 

weighted asymmetrically to the right side of the page. Shown below is the grid 

used in this style guide.

Purple: Heading 

Pink: Body Area 

Green: Footnote, Image Captions & Page Numbers



Image Style

aniMe iMaGes

Anime is bright and colorful and we’re all about using color to the fullest. We 

have very few limitations on what anime images you can use when designing for 

Kurabu, however we ask that you keep in mind various factors like which event 

you’re designing for which audience you’re targeting. For example:

Great idea: Throwback Thursday poster with Captain Harlock image 

Meh idea: Ladies Night email blast with images from Ikki Tousen

There are exceptions to every rule. Plenty of ladies like Ikki Tousen. As a rule 

however, the show is geared towards the male audience and therefore doesn’t 

make sense when used on an advertisement for a Ladies Night.

Other restrictions we ask that you observe are content related. Excessive gore, 

explicit sexual content and any content that is racist, homophobic or similarly 

offensive is strictly forbidden. 
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Image Style

PHotoGraPHs

When picking photographs to use for design bear in mind that stock photos are 

frowned upon. Anime conventions are a great place to get photographs and we 

always have photographers at our in house events. If you ever need photos for 

your projects contact us for the login information for our image database. We 

have hundreds of high-res photos and anime images for both print and web at 

www.thekurabu.com/design/images. 

If you want to use your own photos, that’s great! However make sure that you are 

able to provide documentation proving that you have permission to photograph 

the events and people that you’re using. 

As far as tone is concerned, Kurabu wants everyone to be in on the fun, so try 

to keep your images bright, full of energy and unstaged. We want people to see 

that we’re out there having fun, not worrying about how we look in photos!
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Stationery System

Business Cards

Kurabu business cards are available for all employees in office and management 

positions and come in sets of 500, 1000 or 2500. Please note that business cards 

MUST be ordered through the Kurabu management portal to ensure that Kurabu 

company standards are observed.

When ordering your business cards, please provide us with your name, desired 

prefix, phone number & extension, address, email, and favorite anime. If you have 

additional information you’d like included, please contact us directly.
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Stationery System

enVeloPe & letterHead

Like the business cards, letterhead and envelopes must be ordered through the 

Kurabu management portal in order to ensure quality. When ordering letterhead 

please provide us with your desired prefix, phone number & extension, address, 

email, and favorite anime. 
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Stationery System

eMail siGnatures

We don’t just send out letters anymore, we send a ton of emails. That doesn’t 

mean we can throw caution to the wind and just let our emails look however we 

want them to.

Most mail clients allow you to save signatures, so once you have yours set up, we 

recommend saving it as a template so that other employees can use the same 

format (should they require a company email).

The format should be as follows:

If your email client does not allow you change your text color to Kurabu Pink, 

then you may use black for the phone number. 

It is asked that you used Gotham for your signature font. If you require Gotham 

to be installed on your computer (or any of your employee’s computers) please 

contact us so that we may send you the typeface package and licenses. 
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Ms. Karen Williams
Staffing Director & Human Resources

856.469.3763
106 Cree Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89123
Anime: Fullmetal Alchemist
—
KuraBu ANIME LOUNGE
+++



Stationery System

tone & VoiCe

Whenever you write anything for Kurabu (from a letter of recommendation to 

a tweet), keep in mind how we want to sound to the reader. Kurabu isn’t a law 

firm but neither is it a free-for-all. We want to sound mature and well-spoken, but 

casual and relaxed at the same time. For Example:

a Great tweet: Attack on Titan showing today. All aboard the hype train! 

a Bad tweet: OMG, THAT ENDING OF AoT!!! #FEELZ

Kurabu is a business that embraces pop culture, so our tweets shouldn’t sound 

like we’re trying play with the cool kids. Anything we post, send or write should 

be playful and reference current trends without seeming immature or cheesy.

When writing letters or emails to other companies or organizations, bear in mind 

that the playfulness we use on social media may not translate well to the suit & 

tie crowd. 

End your correspondences with a call to action to ensure a quick response and 

avoid negative language. This is especially true in email correspondences. 

Finally, remember thy spell check and keep it holy! When in doubt: spell check 

three times and proofread twice before sending. There’s usually no rush to send 

out an email so take your time and check what you’ve written! It makes you look 

good and makes us happy.
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Printed Advertising

Poster

Our posters come in a variety of sizes, however the most popular size is 24x36. 

This poster can be hung in windows, given out as a promotional item or put in 

lightboxes. Do not mount the posters on foam core or poster board. 
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Printed Advertising

FlYer

Another option for printed ads are our letter-size flyers. You can download them 

from our website and then take the files to any local printer to have copies made. 

We recommend doing larger runs (2500 and upwards) however this is up to you.
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Printed Advertising

PostCards

For subscribers on our physical mailing list, we send out postcards for special 

events, holidays and promotions. These postcards are a standard 5x7 and have a 

graphic and logo on the front along with a brief description of the occassion on 

the reverse. If designing your own postcard, remember to leave adequate space 

for the address and the prepaid postage mark.
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Brand Merchandise

sWaG & ProMotional iteMs

There are tons of applications for brand merchandise: Glasses, phone charms, 

posters, t-shirts, you name it. Shown on the following page are: 

totebags:  Available in pink w/ white & black w/ white

t-shirts:  Men’s and women’s sizes available. Available colors are white 

 w/ pink, black w/ white & pink w/ white. Special event colors 

 are also available.

lanyards:  Soft, washable material in pink w/ white & black w/ white.

stickers:  Multi-surface stickers in black w/ white & pink w/ white.

Phone Cases:  Jelly phone cases available for IPhone, Galaxy and Xperia 

 phones, available in pink w/ white & black w/ white.

Wristbands:  Comfortable silicone wristbands available in black w/ white, 

 white w/ pink & pink w/ white.
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Welcome to the KURABU anime streaming 

service interactive prototype.

This prototype is constructed using gray 

boxes that indicate where certain features 

are placed and what effects they will have 

when clicked.

The key controls are listed below.

Rollover to read more.

Continue to the next page.



GUEST

••••••••••

ENTER CLEAR

RESET USERNAmE/pASSwoRd



RECommENdEd FoR YoU SHowS

RECENTLY VIEwEd SHowS

NEw &  UpdATEd SHowS

HomE

SEARCH

QUEUE

pRoFILE

KURABU

mESSAGES

SETTINGS



SEARCH RESULTS:SEARCH BY TITLE

SEARCH BY GENRE

SEARCH BY SEASoN

SEARCH BY RATING

SEARCH SERIES

SEARCH moVIES

SEARCH mANGA & BooKS

SEARCH mUSIC

SEARCH SEARCH ALL LIBRARIES

Tokyo Ghoul
Winter 2014
12 Episodes
Horror/Action
7.8 out of 10

Fullmetal Alchemist
Spring 2008
74 Episodes
Adventure/Fantasy
9.34 out of 10

Aldnoah.ZERO
Winter 2014
26 Episodes
Action/Adventure/Mecha
9.34 out of 10

Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure
Winter 2014
54 Episodes
Action/Comedy/?
10 out of 10

Zoids
Fall 2008
28 Episodes
Adventure/Mecha/Drama
5.6 out of 10

Pokemon
Ongoing
200+ Episodes
Kids/Adventure/Comedy
7.9 out of 10



pLoT SYNopSIS:

The suspense horror/dark fantasy story is set in Tokyo, which is haunted by mysterious “ghouls” who are devouring 

humans. People are gripped by the fear of these ghouls whose identities are masked in mystery. An ordinary college 

student named Kaneki encounters Rize, a girl who is an avid reader like him, at the café he frequents. Little does he 

realize that his fate will change overnight.

WATCH ADD+ REVIEW SEND

TITLE: Tokyo Ghoul

SEASON: Winter 2014

EPISODES: 12 Episodes

GENRE: Horror/Action

RATING: 7.8 out of 10



pLoT SYNopSIS:

The suspense horror/dark fantasy story is set in Tokyo, which is haunted by mysterious “ghouls” who are devouring 

humans. People are gripped by the fear of these ghouls whose identities are masked in mystery. An ordinary college 

student named Kaneki encounters Rize, a girl who is an avid reader like him, at the café he frequents. Little does he 

realize that his fate will change overnight.

WATCH ADD+ REVIEW SEND

SEASON: Season 1

EPISODE: Episode 19

RUNTIME: 24 min

DESCRIPTION:

EpISodES SEASoNS

EP. 19 EP. 20 EP. 21 EP. 22 EP. 23 EP. 24
As Makoto struggles to hold onto his own 

humanity, Sera has another mission already 

in the works for the ghoul. When the mission 

takes a turn for the worse and Makoto must 

make a choice between the light and dark a 

friend from his past appears to confront him.





TITLE: Tokyo Ghoul

SEASON: Winter 2014

EPISODES: 12 Episodes

GENRE: Horror/Action

RATING: 7.8 out of 10

REVIEwS:

ANGELLUVINS198: This was an emotional roller coaster! Sometimes I wanted to hate the characters, sometimes I 

loved them, and other times I didn’t know what I wanted to feel! The character development is spot-on and the  

animation is crisp, clear and vivid. The soundtrack left a little bit to be desired for me, but I’m not a huge fan of 

sweeping orchestral movements. Overall though, this is a defining series in the horror anime genre, easily placing  

itself in the ranks of classics like Elfen Lied and Future Diary. I would definitely recommend this one!

Rating: 7.5 out of 10

TOMJONES: Not my cup of tea. I didn’t hate it, but I wasn’t crazy about it either. The animation was spot on (there’s 

no arguing that point), but plot wise it felt stale and tired. The first episode gave the impression that the remainder 

of the serious would deliver similar quality, however the story continued to use the same formula over and over  

giving me the impression that the series relied on shock value instead of actually plot or character development.  

The thing about shock value is you can only use it so many times! If you’re looking for shock done right, try Attack 

on Titan. It’s much more solid in terms of development and has a fresh animation style to boot.

Rating: 6 out of 10

RATING



QUEUE FAVoRITES pLAYLISTS

Tokyo Ghoul
Winter 2014
12 Episodes
Horror/Action
7.8 out of 10

Fullmetal Alchemist
Spring 2008
74 Episodes
Adventure/Fantasy
9.34 out of 10

Aldnoah.ZERO
Winter 2014
26 Episodes
Action/Adventure/Mecha
9.34 out of 10

Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure
Winter 2014
54 Episodes
Action/Comedy/?
10 out of 10

Pokemon
Ongoing
200+ Episodes
Kids/Adventure/Comedy
7.9 out of 10

Zoids
Fall 2008
28 Episodes
Adventure/Mecha/Drama
5.6 out of 10

Code Geass
Spring 2009
25 Episodes
Drama/Mystery/Mecha
9.9 out of 10

Shugo Chara
Summer 2012
150 Episodes
Kids/Magical Girl/Romance
8.5 out of 10

Rurouni Kenshin
Winter 2003
95 Episodes
Historical/Action/Romance
10 out of 10



Mecha 4 LIFE
12 Series
4 Movies
2 Books
16 Soundtracks

Anime Primer Series
50 Series
24 Movies
0 Books
0 Soundtracks

QUEUE FAVoRITES pLAYLISTS



QUEUE FAVoRITES pLAYLISTS

Anime Primer Series

Tokyo Ghoul
Winter 2014
12 Episodes
Horror/Action
7.8 out of 10

Aldnoah.ZERO
Winter 2014
26 Episodes
Action/Adventure/Mecha
9.34 out of 10

Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure
Winter 2014
54 Episodes
Action/Comedy/?
10 out of 10

Zoids
Fall 2008
28 Episodes
Adventure/Mecha/Drama
5.6 out of 10

Pokemon
Ongoing
200+ Episodes
Kids/Adventure/Comedy
7.9 out of 10

Fullmetal Alchemist
Spring 2008
74 Episodes
Adventure/Fantasy
9.34 out of 10



NAME: Victoria Moore

AGE: 26

MEMBER: 2 years

FAVORITE ANIME: Rurouni Kenshin

LOCAL CLUB: Las Vegas, NV

ACHIEVEMENTS: 99 out of 200

ADD+REVIEWS BLOG MESSAGE

Zoids Review (Rated 9.5 out 10)

I love this series! It was never the best series in terms of character, plot, music, animation or  

anything else, however what it does do is capture the imagination and give a growing child  

everything they could ever dream of. A quest, giant robots, slightly off-beat humor, bright  

colors and a hero that you can really root for. It hasn’t really stood the test of... READ MORE

Attack on Titan Review (Rated 9.5 out 10)

The true definition of a modern classic. Since the rise of anime culture in the late 90’s and early 

2000’s anime has seen a steady decline in quality, with series popping up all over the place that 

offer little to no challenge to it’s viewer. They repeat the same tropes and expect viewers to be 

as amused as they were decades ago. Then you have Attack on Titan which burst... READ MORE



LasVegas Crew
72 Members
20 Members Online

The Homiez
12 Members
2 Members Online

AwARdSCHATRoomS SENpAI / KoUHAI

AoT Fandom
103 Members
45 Members Online



ANIMEGURL87    

AoTFAN    

VIC.B    

RAZORZ    

CARL-MCFLY    

DaBOSS    

AoTFAN: Not my cup of tea. 

ANIMEGURL87: Seriously? How can you not like this! It’s amazing!

RAZORZ: I can see where he’s coming from. The story is kind of slow once you get over the initial shock value.

ANIMEGURL87: BUT EPISODE 8!!!!!! 

AoTFAN: SPOILERS!



AwARdSCHATRoomS SENpAI / KoUHAI

ANIMEGURL87    

AoTFAN    

VIC.B    

ANIMEGURL87    

AoTFAN    

VIC.B    

RAZORZ    

CARL-MCFLY    

Victoria Moore



Two Month Anniversary

You’ve been with us two 

months already!

One Year Anniversary

Have a free month on us for 

being our loyal fan!

Egg-cellent

You found one of our Easter 

Eggs! Can you find them all?

OVER 9000

You’ve watched over 9000 

minutes of anime.

Bibliophile

You’ve read 10 complete  

series, keep it up!

State Alchemist

You watched FMA the  

series, Brotherhood, the 

manga AND the movies!

ZA WORLD!

You’ve been on JoJo’s  

Bizarre Adventure, keep 

posing bro!

AwARdSCHATRoomS SENpAI / KoUHAI



ANIMEGURL87    

AoTFAN   

VIC.B    

RAZORZ   

CARL-MCFLY   

DaBOSS    

ARCHIVEdINBoX SENT mAIL

SELECT ALL

omG, You’re not gonna believe this! 5:54 pm

News about AoT 11:20 Am

Look at this article! 06/30/2015

Going to club tonight? 06/19/2015

Hey, NEw FIGmA! 06/17/2015

So you like madoka? 06/10/2015

Nice meeting you! 05/15/2015

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87

ANIMEGURL87



VICToRIA B. mooRE

106 CREE AVE

LAS VEGAS, NV 89123

856.469.3763

pERSoNAL INFo:

NAmE oN CREdIT CARd

CC NUmBER

CV CodE

BILLING INFo

6 moNTH mEmBERSHIp

pLATINUm LEVEL

mEmBERSHIp pLAN:

VBmooRE13@GmAIL.Com

ENABLE AUTo-pAY*

DISABLE

PRIVATE PROFILE

Only your friends will be 

able to view your profile.

DISABLE

PRIVATE MESSAGES

Only your friends will be 

able to send you messages.

DISABLE

PRIVATE PLAYLISTS

Only your friends will be 

able to view your playlists.

ENABLE

PRIVATE BLOG

Only your friends will be 

able to read your blog.

DISABLE

PRIVATE REVIEWS

Only your friends will be 

able to read your reviews.

DISABLE

PRIVATE FAVORITES

Only your friends will be 

able to view your favorites.

DISABLE

PRIVATE AWARDS

Only your friends will be 

able to view your awards.



Thank you for taking the time to review this 

interactive demo of the KURABU streaming 

service interface. 

We would greatly appreciate if you would 

click the link below and take a short survey 

to let us know how your experience was and 

how we can improve our product.

This survey contains should only take about 

5-10 minutes to complete. Thank you again.

Click here to take our survey.


